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Lewis Machine & Tool Announces new DMR Buttstock
Lewis Machine & Tool Company (LMT®), an Illinois based company that designs, prototypes and
manufactures small arms, accessories and tooling components for the military, government, law
enforcement, commercial manufacturers and responsible civilians is proud to release their newest
accessory for the Designated Marksman.
The DMR buttstock offers the user customization that the designated marksman requires by including
features already known on the LMT SOPMOD. This DMR buttstock fits Mil-Spec carbine extension
tube rifles in both the 5.56 and .308 platforms. This newest accessory includes 0.725” adjustable
SOPMOD style cheek rest height, 1.25” adjustable length of pull with SOPMOD buttpad for reduced felt
recoil and a concealed Mil-Std 1913 STANAG 4694 compliant rail for mono-pod attachment. “Our
customers have asked for a high quality adjustable buttstock to match to their Designated Marksman
Rifle. We designed this product with those customers in mind”, said Karl Lewis, President of LMT®.
The DMR was designed to be able to replace current adjustable stocks in less than twenty seconds
with no special tools. Kits are also available for those rifles that are looking to convert to six position
adjustable carbine extension tubes. The DMR is currently available at LMTDefense.com or your local
gun dealer.
About Lewis Machine & Tool Company
Lewis Machine & Tool Company is an ISO 9001:2008 certified company and GSA supplier since 2005.
The company was founded in 1980 in Milan, Illinois with the mission of designing and producing the
highest quality products for the military and government agencies. LMT® is known for its Monolithic
Rail Platform and provides customers with the highest standards in design, engineering and quality
assurance in everything they manufacture.
For more information contact LMT® at
Sales@LMTDefense.com or 309-732-9527.
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